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MITCHELL DEAN 
 

Orlando, Florida | (407) 227-8722 | mitchdeancreative@gmail.com   
 

Website: linktr.ee/mitchdeancreative       
  

 
SCREENWRITER, CREATIVE WRITER, COPYWRITER 

 
Master Storyteller   *   Writer of Extraordinary Content   *   Expert Screenwriter 

Narrative Designer   *   Creator of Emotionally Engaging Moments   *   Feedback Integration 
Integrated Communications Campaigns   *   Marketing Copywriting   *   Social Media Content 

ExpertTechnical Writer * Technical to Creative 
 
Seasoned, success-driven and hands-on writing professional, offering proven experience in AV, film & television, 
video game writing, interactive writing, technical writing, web series, corporate AVs, museum exhibits, educational 
content, social media marketing, and brand strategies. 

 Assimilating technical information from subject matter experts (SME) and developing into witty and 
entertaining content. 

 Scripting branded entertainment projects increasing the brand's awareness. 

 Specializing in corporate messaging and delivery methods within marketing and social media campaigns. 

 Collaborating with teams to craft emotionally engaging stories, character development, and narrative design. 

 Prolific idea generator. 

 Expert screenwriter and idea generator. Proficient with Microsoft Office and Final Draft. 
 Deep understanding of current production tools, platforms, and technologies, also tuned in to emerging 

trends within digital media, social media trends, video, interactive, museum exhibits, video games, film and 
television. 

 Deep literacy in pop culture, video games, film, television, and literature. 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

 
JERICO PICTURES, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 
Vice President of Production | 2/2018 – Present 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

 In charge of developing new projects from script through to delivery; this includes script breakdowns, 
budgets, location scouting, negotiating with vendors (soundstage, equipment, crew, etc) and casting. 

 Overseeing a team of 6 producers. These include line-producers, associate producers, et al. These teams 
grow dependent upon state of project development. 

 Developing show 2491 currently being pitched to studios.  

 Writer on two shows being developed; New Rome and Hunter’s Gold. 

 I wrote and developed the show bible detailing elements, characters, plot points, etc. 

 I wrote and designed pitch decks for both shows. This included writing and graphic design elements.  
 Produced the show Country Daze. The show aired on the A&E Networks, FYI Channel, with the run 

beginning Wednesday, April 3rd, 2019. 

 Delivering project on budgets of $12,000 per episode and brought them in under deadline and on target. 
 Establishing project budget, location scouting, hiring a crew, casting, shoot schedules and steering two teams 

of 23 people. 

 Head Writing Country Daze. Leading a writing team of 3 writers. Directing the team on character 
development, episode direction and story. 

METAGENE MEDIA COMPANY, Orlando, Florida 
Screenwriter, Creative Writer | 5/2014 – 2/2018 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Owner of this successful creative design firm developing exceptional projects for Fortune 500 clients, 
including; Intel, The United States Office of Veterans Affairs, The United States Department of Defense, The 
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United States Marine Corps, Disney, Zero Gravity, Space X, The Smithsonian, Virgin America, Becker 
Surfboards, UPS, Microsoft and many more. 

 Brainstorming and developing new ideas for client projects. 

 Developing engaging content for clients including, but not limited to white papers, technical content into 
creative, blog posts, social media content, landing pages, corporate AVs, press releases, voice over and video 
scripts. 

 Conducting excellent written copywriting and proofreading for all forms of media collateral. 

 Crafting stories to evoke emotion and create impact in the world while using abilities as a wordsmith to 
persuade via tone and content. 

 Devising and implementing engaging scripts for numerous client projects while shaping creative, compelling 
and conversational copy to pull viewers in and increase brand recognition. 

 Collaborating with teams to ensure accuracy and achieve the best possible results. 

 Conceiving stories, concepts, and building brands through high-level campaign strategies and execution. 

 Writing, Producing and directing technical content projects for the United States Department of Defense, 
United States Marine Corps, and the United States Office of Veterans Affairs clients. These included 
interactive and animated media working with crews in multiple countries. 

BRUNO WHITE ENTERTAINMENT, Orlando, Florida 
Associate Creative Director, Script Writer, Copywriter, Tech Writer | 10/2007 – 5/2014 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Initial contract was for the development of a smart video game for the United States Department of Defense. 

Contract was quickly expanded to include all of BWE’s slated projects. 

 Generating projects for clients, such as; Disney, The United States Department of Defense, Kellogg’s, 

Dorito’s, Microsoft, MSN.com, On Demand, NBC, The Golf Channel, Elle & Vire, Cookal and Bruno White 

Foods. 

 Establishing creative and writing on corporate AVs, commercials, educational/ learning video games, 
museum exhibits. 

 Strategizing and collaborating with Creative Director and creative teams on conceptualizing, imagining 
elements, storyboarding and client presentations to bring unique experiences to life. 

 Leading multiple video crews directing actors and production flows. 
 7 years of technical writing on technical scripts for the United States Department of Defense. Projects were 

for The Office of Corrosion Insight and included a web series, video series, a video game, and museum 
exhibits. Experience interviewing SME’s, working with military contractors and turning technical info into 
creative. 

 Successfully creating and writing on two seasons of Mom’s Homeroom, a show for Kellogg’s and MSN.com. 
This show had a cumulated viewership of over 72 million unique views per season and won two Webby 
awards and one Effie award.   

 Conceptualizing, designing and technical creative writing on a video series for the United States Department 
of Defense featuring Levar Burton (Star Trek: TNG, Reading Rainbow, Roots) which is utilized by high 
schools Nationwide. Series won a special Congressional Award. 

 Game designing and narrative designing on a learning video game for the United States Department of 
Defense which won a special award from I/ITSEC. 

 Scriptwriting and contributing to immersive episodic projects as a hybrid writer effortlessly combining 
scriptwriting and interactive storytelling. 

 Conceiving storyboards, pitching creative stories, managing deadlines, and working in a serial format. 

FREELANCE, Los Angeles, California | New York, New York 
Screenwriter, Creative Writer | 5/1992 – 10/2007 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Concurrent with stunt work, applied dynamic screenwriting skills toward conceptualizing original stories, 
researching topics and writing drafts; including proofreading, editing and authoring scripts via Final Draft 
software. 

 Mastery of storytelling; authoring film and television scripts and re-writing screenplays for a major agency. 

 Writing and publishing a novel; “Glenn Wilder: Looking Up While Falling Down,” for Bear Manor Media. 

 Conceptualizing, writing and selling two full-length spec-scripts; “A Reason To Die,” and, “Miami Kills Me.” 

 Executing pop culture and television knowledge writing and selling spec-scripts for the shows; Buffy the 
Vampire Slayer, Stargate SG1, Star Trek Voyager, Angel, Superboy, and Swamp Thing. 

 Reading and analyzing scripts for a well-known Hollywood Agency as an expert with screenplay formatting. 
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 Prolific with re-writing scripts for a well-known Hollywood Agency before pitch meetings and delivering to 
Studios. 

 Idea generating machine with deep literacy within pop culture, video gaming, film, television, and literature. 

FREELANCE, Los Angeles, California | New York, New York | Worldwide 
Stunt Person, 2nd Unit Director | 5/1992 – 8/2003 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 Appearing in over 80 films and television shows executing exciting action sequences for directors such as 
Sam Raimi, Guillermo Del Torro, Joss Whedon, Michael Bay, Steven Spielberg, Tony Scott, Gore Verbinski, 
James Cameron, Joel Schumacher, The Wachowski Brothers, Joel Silver, Jerry Bruckheimer, Kathryn 
Bigelow. 

 Establishing a team of professional stunt people for performing in television and film. 

 Coordinating and 2nd Unit Directing television pilots and low budget/ independent films. 
 Conceptualizing and storyboarding breathtaking action sequences while strategizing team efforts and 

successfully delivering explosive moments for every project. 

REFERENCES 

 Shane Lord: Creative Director/ Bruno White Entertainment  
Tel – (407) 463-9718 * Email – shanelordcreative@gmail.com 
 

 Sal Verini: Executive Producer/ Jerico Pictures 
Tel – (561) 251-1959 * Email – salvjr@bellsouth.com 
 

 Rhonda Herman: Literary Agent/ RHLA 
Tel – (407) 617-1548 * Email – ladyron4206@gmail.com  
 

Creative output after I’m hired. 
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